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Abstract Contrast enhancement is essential to improve substandard images that are captured in extreme lighting conditions. The current contrast enhancement algorithms occasionally result in over enhancement, unnatural effects and artifact in the processed images. While enhancing a noisy image, noise also get enhanced along with the image pixel. So a noise removing procedure is carried out before enhancement. For this, noise type is identified and removed using appropriate filters. This is done in two stages, noise training and noise testing. In Contrast enhancement method image is enhanced based on Intensity Channel Division and Region Channels. The contrast of the image in the boundary and textured regions is analyzed and group the information based on the intensity values. The transformation function for enhancing the image is extracted from this group. The mixture of different region channels increases the quality of the output because it allows a distinct enhancement for different parts of the image. This process avoids over enhancement problems in areas with normal dynamic ranges.



Keywords:Contrast Pair, Channel Division, Statistical Features, Kurtosis, Skewness.



1. Introduction Image enhancement is the improvement of digital image quality, without knowledge about the source of degradation. It is one of the categories of image processing to improve the interpretability or perception of information in images for human viewers, or to provide better input for other automated image processing techniques. The principal objective of image enhancement is to modify attributes of an image to make it more suitable for a given task and a specific observer. These techniques find application in areas ranging from user electronics, Bio-medical image processing to aerospace image processing. Contrast enhancement [12] is probably one of the most important image processing technique that can greatly increase the visual quality of the captured scene. It is well known the fact that, in many situations, the captured image suffers from low contrast due to various factors. Enhancing the contrast of images is one of the major issues in image processing. Contrast enhancement can be achieved by stretching the dynamic range of important objects in an image[13]. Dark image enhancement is essential to improve the substandard images which are captured in poor illumination conditions such as shadow and dark areas that give low contrast images which produce low dynamic range in shadow region.
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2. Related Work A very popular technique for image enhancement is histogram equalization (HE). This technique is commonly employed for image enhancement because of its simplicity and comparatively better performance on almost all types of images. The operation of HE is performed by remapping the gray levels of the image based on the probability distribution of the input gray levels. It flattens and stretches the dynamic range of the image’s histogram and resulting in overall contrast enhancement. In order to reduce the problems of HE method, input image histogram i s p a r t i t i o n e d into sub histograms by using a separating criterion, and performed separate histogram equalization on these sub histograms . The Brightness-preserving Bi- Histogram Equalization (BBHE) [ 1 1 ] uses mean brightness of input image for partitioning input image histogram, but its disadvantage that, the generated image might not have a natural appearance. In Dualistic Sub-Image Histogram Equalization (DSIHE)[7] ,median intensity value of the input image is selected as the separating point to maximize Shannon’s entropy of the output image, but the resulting image has a washed out look . Minimum Mean Brightness Error BiHE MMBEBHE) [15] is similar to BBHE and DSIHE, which selects a threshold value lt such that the mean brightness error is minimum. Recursive Mean-Separate Histogram Equalization (RMSHE) [4]is an extension of BBHE which performs recursive image decomposition upto r levels that results in the generation of 2r sub images, but it has the disadvantage that number of sub histograms is a power of two [5]. Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) [5]extends traditional HE by computing separate HE technique on different tiles of image and uses bilinear interpolation to combine neighboring tiles [10]. ContrastLimited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)[7] is an adaptive enhancement method in which contrast can be limited for avoiding the enhancement of noise . Partially Overlapped Sub-block Histogram Equalization (POSHE)[9] yields contrast enhancement results, similar to that of AHE while maintaining fine visual quality [12]. Cascaded Multistep Binomial Filtering Histogram Equalization (CMBFHE) achieves similar result of POSHE with a reduced complexity of computation



3. Proposed Method In this method image is enhanced using a transformation function which is obtained by analyzing the smooth and edge pixels in the image. For every intensity , a transformation function is identified and then adjacent intensities are grouped together. In this way 3 transformation function is identified for dark channel, middle channel and bright channel respectively. Noise removing procedure is carried out first, otherwise noise also get enhanced along with the image details. Median filter and homomorphic filter can be used to remove the noise. After removing the noise contrast enhancement method can be applied. Since color image contain 3 planes for red, green and blue component, we have to perform the operations in all of these three. In order to avoid this , first we convert the image into HSV model. ie, hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V). The proposed algorithm is applied only to value (V) region and at the same time (H , S) are maintained constant until merging. Noises are the unwanted information in an image, so they should be removed before any processing. A modified statistical measured based automatic noise type recognition method [2] is proposed in this paper. This has 2 phases including training phase and testing phase. The key role involves deduction of noise samples using filters like median, homomorphic etc and extracts the statistical measures like kurtosis and skewness from samples. Kurtosis and skewness values exhibit behavior based on noise type. By using the statistical information and trained data we can classify the type of noise. Kurtosis is any measure of the peakedness of the probability distribution of a real valued random variable. Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a real valued random variable. Skewness of the data set indicates whether deviations from the mean are going to be positive or negative.
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Finally the noise type is identified and corresponding filter is applied. Mainly 3 types of noises are considered . Gaussian noise, speckle noise and salt and pepper noise. First generate training sequences of various images for each noise type. Original image y(i, j) is contaminated by either Gaussian or speckle type of noise. To start with it has been assumed that the type of noise is unknown, but it belongs to one of 3 known classes defined from trained data. Extract noise samples from original (noisy)image. Estimate statistical features kurtosis and skewness of each filtered noise sequence and compute their average to yield the reference values of noise samples. Compare these statistical values [2]with reference values of noises and identify the type of noise.



Fig 1: Flowchart of noise training Gaussian and impule noise are additive and speckle noise is multiplicative noise type. A set of noisy images belongs to each of the class are collected for training. This set of noisy images of known type is used for training. The noise in the input image is removed by applying the respective filter and noise part is extracted. Let y(i, j) be the noisy image and x(i, j) be the noise free image which is obtained by applying respective filter. Then noise is



Noise = { Y – X } , for additive noise Noise = { Y / X }, for multiplicative noise



................ (3) ................ (4)



Statistical features such as Kurtosis and skewness of this Noise sample is calculated for several samples and the mean value is stored as reference value which is used in the testing phase. After identifying noise, we can remove the noise by applying respective filters. Impulse noise can be removed by applying median filter, gaussian noise with wavelet based denoising filter [3]and speckle noise with homomorphic filter. During training phase we use the reference values of skewnes [2]s and kurtosis to identify the type of noise. During this phase , we have no information about the noise category of input image, but we know that it belongs to one of the 3 classes. Then we apply all the three filters to the input image separately and try to extract the noise samples using equation (3) and (4). Skewness and Kurtosis of this 3 noise sample is calculate from which we can identify the type of noise present in the image by comparing with the reference value. After identifying the type of noise , corresponding filter is applied to remove it.
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Fig 2: Flowchart of noise testing Contrast pairs [6] in the images are found, and edge contrast pairs are identified. By accumulating this edge contrast pair, form an LCI function [1]. LCI function is integrated and normalized. A transformation function is found based on the LCI function.[1] Intensity channels are formed which reduces the effect of artifact. LCI function of each intensity channels are formed and corresponding transformation function is identified. Intensity channels with similar characteristics are grouped together to form region channels[8] by which adjacent intensities belong to same region channel. Final transformation function for each regions are formed. Finally the enhanced image is obtained by mixing the region channel, with each region channel having distinct weighting function. The mapping function varies for different region channels. Sharpening the edges is done using iterative median filter. The method mainly include 5 steps namely RGB to HSV conversion, noise training, noise testing, contrast enhancement and HSV to RGB conversion. Color image is converted to HSV model and V component is extracted. Then further methods are applied only on V component and H and S remains same. After noise identification, noise removal and contrast enhancement HSV image is converted back to RGB image.



Fig 3: Flowchart of proposed method



Algorithm for Noise training Input:Noisy images of known type Output:Reference values for noise Step 1: Read noisy images of known type to train Step 2: Apply respective filters and Extract noise samples Step 3: if noise type=additive then noise sample=original image - filtered image Step 4: else if noise type=multiplicative then noise sample=original image/filtered image Step 5: end if Step 6: Estimate Kurtosis and Skewness and Calculate mean values of Kurtosis and Skewness, and store it as refrerence value
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Algorithm for Noise Testing Input :Noisy Image Output:Noise free Image Step 1 : Read noisy images to test Step 2 : Apply filters for various noise types and Extract various noise samples Step 3 : if noise type=additive then noise sample=original image-filtered image Step 4 : else if noise type=multiplicative then noise sample=original image/filtered image Step 5 : end if Step 6 :Estimate Kurtosis and Skewness of this noise samples and compare with the reference value to identify the type of noise Step 7 :Apply corresponding filters after identifying the type of noise



Algorithm for Contrast Enhancement Input:Low contrast Image Output:High Contrast Image Step 1: Read the image Step 2: Get the size of image (matrix). ie, no : of rows in m and no : of column in n Step 3: for x = 0 to m − 1 do Step 4: for y = 0 to n − 1 do Step 5: Identify set of neighboring contrast pair for pixel I(x ,y )



p (x, y) = { ρ (I(x,y), I(x', y') } where (x', y') Step 6:



is the neighbor of (x , y ).



Find the edge contrast pairs pe (x, y)



p e (x, y) = { I(x, y) − I(x' , y' ) ≥ ε



ρ (I(x,y), I(x', y') }



where (x', y') is the neighbor of (x , y ) and



Step 7: Update the votes of edge contrast pairs in Edge contrast pair matrix Step 8: end for Step 9: end for Step10: Identify edge contrast pairs with intensity i



p e (x, y) = { ρ (I(x,y), I(x', y') }



where (x', y') is the neighbor of (x , y ) and I(x, y) − I(x' , y' ) ≥ ε and I(x, y) = i OR I(x' , y' )=i Step 11: Form LCI function for each intensity channel i , by considering all edge contrast pairs.



Σ Σ



f i (j) = x,y pe (x, y) ρ(j) , where x and y are coordinates of image and 0 ≤ i ≤ 255 Step 12: integrate and normalise LCI function F i(j) = ∑ kj=0



f i (j) /



∑



N j=0



f i (j), where 0 _ k _ N , N is the maximum intensity



Step 13: Form an identity transformation for every intensity i



I(z) = z/n Step 14: Project the transformation function(LCI) on to the identity transformation function I Ti(k)= I(k)+X(k)



/ max(I+X) , where 0 


Step 15: Image is divided into R diffrerent region channel and rth region channel transformation function identified and final transformation function is obtained by multiplying each regions transformation function with a weighting function. ∏ (i)=wr(i) * Tr(i) Rahna Chandran,
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Step 22: Finally the enhanced image is Ie(x; y) = ∏ (I(x; y)) where I(x,y) is the intensity of pixel (x,y)in the original image and Ie is the enhanced image.



4. Experimental Results The proposed method was implemented and tested on different images of different formats. Different images were used to test the results at individual stages of the implementation as well. Image enhancement have many practical applications. Aim of this project is to implement dark image enhancement based on local contrast of the image. This method reveals details in textured regions, and preserves the smoothness of flat regions. A transformation function is identified after analyzing the edges and smooth areas in the image. This method analyze the contrast of the image in the boundary and textured regions, and group the information with common characteristics. These groups model the relations within the image, from which transformation functions are extracted.



Fig 4 a) low contrast input image with noise b) contrast enhanced image, c)Noise removedimage, d)contrast enhanced image after noise removal



Figure 5 Result of applying LCI function formed by dark, middle and bright channel of the low contrast image Building. The final enhanced image is the combination of dark, middle and bright channel images. Rahna Chandran,
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The Project also aimed at removal of three types of noise - additive, multiplicative and impulse noise. Different kinds of filters were generally employed for the removal of different types of noise. In the proposed method, noise type was primarily identified using statistical properties such as skewness and kurtosis and then appropriate filters were applied. This method performs an automatic noise type detection which estimates the statistical features of noise samples and recognizes the noise type by using the same. We performed noise training with noisy images of known noise type. Fig 5.1 shows (a)low contrast noisy input image, (b) contrast enhanced image without noise removal (c) Noise removed image without enhancement (d) contrast enhanced image after noise removal. When image is enhanced without noise removal, noise present in the image also get enhanced along with the image pixels. So noise removal should be done as a pre processing. If any noise is detected, then corresponding filters are used to remove the particular noise. After noise removal, contrast enhancement method is applied. If no noise is detected, then contrast enhancement can be done directly. The proposed method was able to recover details in mixed images as well. For example, the “Building” image had a shadow due to a building that hid some of the details in the image, but other areas in the image were well exposed. The proposed method was able to reveal the details near the building and maintain the details in other parts of the image because it created different transformation functions.



Figure 6 Result of applying LCI function formed by dark, middle and bright channel of the low contrast image Girl. The final enhanced image is the combination of dark, middle and bright channel images.



Figure 7: a) Original Image, (b) after HE , (c) proposed method result Rahna Chandran,
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Figure 8: Histogram (a) Histogram of the dark image, with high accumulation in the dark intensities (b) Histogram of the HE result, which is spread equally, thereby creating artifacts in the bright intensities. (c) Histogram of the result using the proposed method, where the dark intensities are spread and the shape is maintained, which reduces the artifacts. The performance of the proposed method is compared to one of the most widely used Histogram Equalization (HE) method, which have ability to reveal the details in dark images.Since automatic identification and removal of noise is implemented, quality of the image is improved.Noise present in the image is removed automatically. HE method cannot enhance mixed images and they produce artifacts in the final image but the proposed method was able to reveal the details near the building and maintain the details in other parts of the image because it created different transformation functions. The HE result revealed some details in the shadow, but it gave an odd look to the resulting image, as reflected by its structural index. In addition the HE result was over enhanced. Figure-7 & 8 shows the comparison of the HE and proposed method with original image and histogram.Visually proposed method produced a better result compared to the other methods, but this improvement was not reflected in the contrast pair metric



Figure 9 : A)original low contrast noisy image b) Noise removed but not enhanced c)Contrast enhanced after noise removal
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5. Conclusions Contrast Enhancement is a widely used image enhancement technique. Image enhancement methods that exists today suffers from many problem such as unnatural effects, artifacts and undesired effects. The advantage of the proposed method is that it automatically identifies the presence of noise and its type, and remove the noise if present. The contrast enhancement method avoid over enhancement and artifacts and also it preserves the smoothness of the image. By analyzing the image, 3 transformation functions are identified for different intensity regions namely dark, middle and bright. Three transformation functions are applied separately on image, which is combined using weighting function to get final image. By adjusting the weighting function effeciency is increased and also achieved the good picture quality during poor illumination conditions especially in dark images and shadow areas. This method mimics the human visual perception and increases quality of the image.
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